
 

 

Spruce Incident Report 
2019-01-14  
 

Incident Description 
The Spruce platform experienced service interruption between 17:43 PT and 20:46 PT on 
January 14.  

 
Customer Impact 
Between 17:43 PT and 20:46 PT on January 14, 2019, providers and patients were unable to load 
their Spruce inboxes and experienced a disruption of telephony services. Inbound calls to Spruce 
phone numbers failed during this period, and callers received a message indicating that an error 
had occurred. Outbound calls could not be placed by customers, given that all Spruce inboxes 
were inaccessible. Inbound faxes were delayed and routed to the correct Spruce inboxes once 
service was restored. Failed incoming calls and SMS during the service disruption were identified 
and delivered to appropriate customers at 22:52 PT January 14. 

 
Timeline of Events 
All timestamps referenced are in Pacific Standard Time (PST). 
 

Time  Description 

17:45 PT  Engineering team automatically notified of 
elevated metrics via monitoring system and 
starts troubleshooting. Team notices dropped 
calls/SMS and an inability to load Spruce 
inbox. 
IMPACT START 

17:48 PT Engineers identify the issue to be elevated 
latency writing to the database, which is 
causing most network requests to the server 
to timeout. 

 



 

17:58 PT Engineers attempt to restart the database 
with a transition to the backup replicated 
instance to determine if this is an issue with 
the primary server of the database. 
 
Write latency continues to stay at an elevated 
level despite the shift to a different server for 
the database. 

18:18 PT In another attempt to bring the write latency 
back into control, the team initiates a “scale 
compute” of the database to increase 
memory, CPU and I/O performance. 
 
The team continues to monitor the database 
performance while the scale compute is in 
progress.  

19:08 PT The scale compute seems to be taking longer 
than expected, so the team engages Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) Technical Support to 
determine what may be causing the elevated 
write latency. 

20:15 PT AWS technical support team investigates 
issue alongside Spruce engineers and 
confirms that there is a performance issue 
requiring an increase to I/O performance. 
AWS also confirms elevated latency and 
scale compute taking longer than expected; 
the technical support team seeks additional 
help with the AWS storage team to determine 
why the scale compute is taking longer than 
expected. 

20:43 PT Scale compute finally completes and write 
latency drops, which restores services to 
inbox and telephony. 

20:52 PT All services back up and running, and Spruce 
functionality restored. Engineering team 
continues to monitor the situation for the rest 
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of the evening to ensure no further issues. 
IMPACT END 

 

Resolution 
To address the elevated write latency, the resolution involved a “scale compute” modification to 
the database which took longer than expected to complete. Once the scale compute completed, 
Spruce inbox access and telephony service was restored. 

 
Analysis 
The elevated write latency at the database level caused network requests to time out, thereby 
causing a disruption to service. The Spruce inbox was able to load intermittently during this 
period because some network requests eventually succeeded. The disruption to telephony 
service occurred because every incoming call attempted to write a record to the database, which 
took too long to complete, and so incoming calls timed out, resulting in the application delivering 
an error message to callers. Outbound calls were impacted only because customers could not 
load the Spruce inbox to place them. SMS and Faxes were delayed, as they couldn’t be recorded 
in the system, either.  
 
The underlying reason for the elevated write latencies is still unknown, as further analysis will 
require investigation from the AWS technical team. In pursuit of this, Spruce will be following up 
with the AWS technical support team to dig deeper into the reason for the elevated write 
latencies. 
 

Action Items 

● Redundancy and failover behavior are critical considerations for every communication 
channel, and we will be investigating and implementing improvements in channel specific 
ways for calls, fax, secure messaging and SMS. 

● Follow up with AWS technical support team to identify the reason for elevated write 
latencies. 

● Improve SMS functionality to route delayed SMS to specific patient threads. 
● Reduce dependency of the primary call flow on other services and components in the 

system so as to reduce likelihood of incidents affecting telephony services 
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 Jan 16 2019: Follow-up from AWS 
 
Spruce followed up with the AWS technical support and, after further investigation by the 
AWS engineering team, was informed that the elevated write latencies at the database 
level were traced back to a hardware issue at the storage layer of the primary database 
instance.  
 
Restarting the database and failing over to the backup secondary instance did not 
resolve the issue because the AWS architecture automatically kept the faulty storage 
volume as part of the database setup after the failover. The subsequent scaling of the 
database resolved the issue because Spruce configured the database to first scale 
compute and then scale I/O performance, and the scaling of I/O performance resulted in 
the storage layer being replaced and reconfigured, which in turn caused the faulty 
storage component to be removed from the database setup. Unfortunately, due to the 
underlying faulty hardware, the scale compute operation took an unpredictably 
excessive amount of time to execute and had to complete execution fully before the 
scale I/O operation could commence. 
 
Engaging in the scaling of the I/O performance prior to scaling the compute may have 
resolved the issue sooner. However, given that the problem was at the storage hardware 
level, which Spruce has no access to, Spruce had no way to predict that the initially 
chosen resolution attempt would take excessive time to execute and would not resolve 
the issue. 
 
Spruce definitively considers this failure of redundancy at AWS unacceptable to our 
healthcare communications needs, and we are in ongoing discussions with the AWS 
technical team to consider future database architecture decisions that can prevent any 
similar future occurrences, even if they may be extremely rare. 
 
Here’s the full exchange between Spruce and AWS: 
 

kunal.jham@carefront.net (IAM) 

Jan 15, 2019 

04:43 PM -0800 

Hi there -- 
 
Thank you for helping us investigate this issue yesterday. To summarize, our database 
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experienced elevated write latencies from 01:43 UTC to about 04:48 UTC on Jan 15, 2019 which 
resulted in a major outage of our platform to our customers.  
 
Could you help answer a few questions for us so that we can appropriately inform our customers 
and come up with corrective measures: 
 
1. What caused the sustained spike in write latency despite the off peak hours? Note that our 
IOPs usage was down from the peak in the day as well. Also note that our request volume when 
the write latency spiked was 1/4 of what it is during the peak hours. 
2. Why did restarting the database instance with a failover to the secondary not address the 
problem? 
3. We modified the database to increase the instance size and provisioned IOPS from 2500 to 
3000 IOPS. This database modification was kicked off at 02:18 UTC and did not complete until 
04:43 UTC. Why did it take so long? 
 
We’re happy to provide as much information as you’d like to help investigate this issue. 
 
Let us know if you have any questions at all, 
Kunal 

--- 

Amazon Web Services 

Jan 15, 2019 

09:02 PM -0800 

 
Hi Kunal, 
 
Thanks for you response. For point 1 and 2, please note that I have raised an internal request 
with our engineering team to investigate further on the root cause. We will get back to you with 
further updates.  
 
For point 3, Multi-AZ scaling workflow involves the following: 
- We scale the secondary instance class first (primary still available) 
- We do a failover (small outage required) 
- We scale old primary 
 
 Storage volumes synchronization is part of the process in each step to ensure data consistency 
and allow failover in case of issues while the workflow is running. This makes Multi-AZ scaling 
procedure expected to run a bit longer than Single-AZ. However, downtime is scientifically lower. 
In this particular case, most of the time was spent in synchronizing storage volumes.  
 
I will keep the case in "Pending Amazon Action" waiting for response from internal team. I will 
keep you updated once I get a response. 
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Best regards, 
 
Hazem I. 
Amazon Web Services 

--- 
 

Amazon Web Services 

Jan 16, 2019 

02:55 PM -0800 

 
Hi Kunal, 
 
Thanks for you response. Please find below answers to questions (1) and (2): 
 
Q1) What caused the sustained spike in write latency despite the off peak hours? Note that our 
IOPs usage was down from the peak in the day as well. Also note that our request volume when 
the write latency spiked was 1/4 of what it is during the peak hours. 
A1) Increase in write latency is traceable to a problem with one of the partitions of a volume 
which was attached to the original primary instance. The latency issue was resolved after the 
scale storage activity triggered. As there were two consecutive API calls to increase instance 
class as well as modify the storage. The storage modification was queued behind the instance 
class modification. By the time the storage modification took place, the bad partition was 
replaced hence the latency issue was resolved. 
 
Q2) Why did restarting the database instance with a failover to the secondary not address the 
problem? 
A2) The manually initiated failover would not have fixed the issue since the defective partition 
would have still been a part of the Multi-AZ setup. 
 
Although we try to reduce such issues to the minimum, certain hardware failures are unavoidable 
and are visible to the Clients logged in. We are continuously working on proactive measures to 
prevent such incidents from happening the future. Apologies for any inconvenience caused.  
 
Best regards, 
 
Hazem I. 
Amazon Web Services 

--- 

kunal.jham@carefront.net (IAM) 
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Jan 16, 2019 

03:59 PM -0800 

Hi Hazem -- 
 
Thank you for the detailed response. We have a couple of follow-up questions: 
1. If we had only modified the database instance to do a scale storage, would that have resolved 
the write latency problem sooner? 
2. How can we better handle such an issue in the future? 
 
Thank you, 
Kunal 

--- 

Amazon Web Services 

Jan 16, 2019 

04:13 PM -0800 

 
Hi Kunal, 
 
Thanks for you response. Please find answers inline below: 
 
1. If we had only modified the database instance to do a scale storage, would that have resolved 
the write latency problem sooner? 
-> If scaling storage triggers first then this would have replaced the problematic partition first 
before starting scaling the storage.  
 
2. How can we better handle such an issue in the future? 
-> As scaling instance/storage was started at that time we had to wait for it to finish as it could 
cause more issues if manually interrupted. Unfortunately, in some situations you have to engage 
AWS support to investigate further. Our engineering team could manually take an action that 
might involve storage replacement if necessary or resolve the issue with current storage. Such 
incidents rarely occur and are treated with high priority. We apologize again for inconvenience.  
 
 
 
Best regards, 
 
Hazem I. 
Amazon Web Services 
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